RED-FIGURED POTTERY FROM SAMOTHRACE
(PLATES 117-120)

HE FRAGMENTS of late red figure published here were found between 1965 and
1973 during excavation and cleaning operations east of the long Hellenistic Stoa in
Samothrace.1These fragments,togetherwith earlier figured pottery,2were part of the fill
depositedbehind the retaining walls of the Stoa. This fill, containingburnt debris and the
remnantsof pebble mosaics, probablyfrom a dining establishment,came from elsewhere.3
Destruction debris from the same establishmentwas used as fill not only for the Stoa but
also in other areas of the sanctuary,as shown by previousoccasionalfinds belongingto the
same figuredvases.

T

I. Bell-krater(Figs. 1, 2; Pls. 117, 118)
A: Apotheosisof Herakles. B: Dionysiac scene.
Estimateddiameter0.53 m.
The overall shape of the vase belongsto the end of the 5th centuryin its generalproportions and the beginningof flare in the upper part of the body;the handle curvesupward but
is not exaggeratedas in later examples.4
Flaring neck:rolledrim, leaf-and-berriesneckingbetween scrapedlines, egg motif with
dots on angular molding. Egg band is repeatedaroundthree-quartersof handles. Traces of
reservedarea between handle roots;below handles,linked palmettesand tendrils;below the
decoratedarea, frieze of maeanders in groups of three between checkerboards.Fine buff
clay; black glaze of good quality, although indifferentlyapplied to the background,where
the areas adjacentto the contoursof the figures have receiveda thicker coat of glaze; fired
red in certainareas. Repairedwith lead in antiquity. Parts were burnedafter breaking,and
in these the clay has turned gray. Reserved:handle panel; band aroundvase at the junction
of rim and body;interior band at the top and bottomof rim. Dilute glaze used abundantly
for details and shadowson flesh and garments;yellow for details and applied as background
for details in black;white for garments,on wreaths, and for fillets, as well as for the inscriptions preservedfor some of the figures;the figure of Nike was, presumably,also in white.

I

I wish to thankJames R. McCredie for invitingme to publish these fragments.General thanksare due to
the excavation staff for their contributionsin excavating and cataloguingthe fragmentsrecoveredafter the
initial find of 1965. Elsbeth Dusenbery and Mary Moore were very helpful with comments;the former, as
well as Ioannis Akamatis, kindly checkedmeasurementsin the SamothraceMuseum. Fred Cohen drew the
profile of the bell-krater,Figure 1. The reconstitutedprofile of the volute-krater,Figure 3, is by W. B. Dinsmoor,Jr. The other drawings are by Anne McCarthy (Figure 2) and Susan Potavinand Jennifer Perry, with
help from Susanna Coffey (Figure 4). The fragmentswere photographedby J. R. McCredie.A specialthanks
to Ian McPhee for his enthusiasticcomments.
2 Moore 1975 and Dusenbery 1978.
3McCredie 1979, pp. 9,17.
4See Agora XII, p. 55; see Corbett 1949, pp. 309-3 10, pl. 77 for Agora krater P 10559.
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1. 71.1070 A-C; 65.1004 A

P1. 117

P.L. 0.265, p.H. 0.167 m.
Ten joining fragmentsgiving part of rim and left
side of figuredpanel, side A.
2. 71.1058 A-D; 65.1039 A, B; 39.529;
71.652 C

P1. 117

P.L. 0.36, p.H. 0.245 m.
Eighteen fragmentsgiving part of rim, right portion of side A, one handle, part of handle panel,
and left extremityof side B.
Since the area missing at the top of the figuredscene
between 1 and 2 is relatively small and its contentis
virtually certain, it has seemed best, for purposes of
clarity,to describeboth pieces as continuous,following the scene from left to right.
Youthsitting in three-quarterview facingcenterof
scene (1); his face and the upper part of his body are
preserved. A cloak flowing behind him is fastened
with a circular brooch decoratedwith three joining
circles; partly preserved are his petasos hanging
down his back and an ivy crown on his hair. He
clutchestwo spearsin his right hand. The lower part
of a figureon 6 (see below) may belong to this youth.
Hermes half seated (1), body preserved to the
knees in three-quarterview, facingcenter;he is nude,
except for a cloak decoratedwith framed palmettes
and groups of spirals fastened under his chin by a
brooch(decoratedwith x in a circle). His petasoscan
be seen over his right shoulder.His long curly hair is
crownedwith a wreath;his characteristicwings seem
to spring directly from it. His right hand holds the
kerykeion,next to which are tracesof foliage (tree?).
He is bending slightly forwardand gesticulateswith
his left hand towardshis neighbor,Aphrodite.
Aphrodite (1), preservedto just below waist, sitting three-quarters to her left but turning to face
Hermes. Her name is inscribed on the background
(preserved A AITH). Her garment, with anadiplosis indicated, is decoratedwith spirals; circular
broocheson her shouldersfasten a cloak,barely visible behind her. Her hair is swept up and tied with a
ribbon painted white; the individual strands in this
bun are renderedwith doublespirals. She wears disk
earrings, a necklace indicated with yellow, and a
crown of ivy and spikedleaves. Her right hand holds
a scepterwith lotus finial;her left hand is broughtup
to the level of her shoulderin an expressivegesture.
Herakles (1), AHE visible. Only his head and
right shoulder and arm are preserved; he faced

FIG.

1. Bell-krater:profile. Scale 1:3

three-quarters to his left. His right arm is raised
high, his hand resting on his club. An elaborately
decoratedhimation is gathered,by the movementof
his arm, over his shoulder.Herakles is picturedas a
young man, his short, curly hair crownedwith laurel; he is aboutto receiveanothercrownheld overhis
head by Nike.
Nike (1). Only her head, shoulders,and right arm
are preserved;she is seen in back view, head turned
in profile towards the hero; her coiffure is similar to
Aphrodite's but simpler. Her body was probably
painted white: a possible trace remains on her face.
There are scant traces of a wing above her head. To
the figure of Nike may belong a drapery border,
probablypaintedwhite and visible to the left of Zeus
on 2. An object below the drapery and indicated in
the same dilute glaze is not intelligible.
Zeus (ZE YE inscribed to his left and right) is
completely preservedexcept for the top of his head
and his left hand. He is sitting three-quartersto his
left, his head turned to his right, facing the center of
the scene. His left arm is raised and his hand holds a
scepter;his right hand is relaxed alongsidehis body.
His left leg is crossedbehind the right;the right foot
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is in three-quarter view. He is nude, except for a
richly decorated, transparent himation draped
around his legs; the decoration consists of borders
with two types of spirals and galloping horses. The
body of the god is very hirsute: hair is indicatedon
his chest and linea alba as well as below the navel.
His hair looks short,but a long lock on the left shoulder indicates that it must have been gatheredin the
back. He wears a crown of laurel.
Hera (H IPA inscribed on background) is completely preserved(2) except for the top of her head.
She is facing the centerof the scene to her right, body
in three-quarterview, head in profile. She is probably to be thoughtof as sitting, althoughonly the top of
her body is drawn. A scepterwith lotus finial is held
in her left hand and leans against her left shoulder.
Her right hand is raised in a gesture similar to
Aphrodite's. She is dressed in a sleeveless, highbelted peplos decoratedwith spirals and birds(?) on
the bodice; below the waist is a second belt from
which hang semicircular objects ending in fillets.
Like Aphrodite,she may have been wearing an additional garment(shortcloak?)fastenedon her dressby
circularbrooches;her hair is swept backand crowned
with ivy and spikedleaves;she wears disk earrings.
Youth(2) standing between Hera and the handle
of the krater,facing the center:his body,preservedto
just above knees, is in three-quarterview; his face,
partly missing, is in profile. Part of his left side is
hiddenby the egg bandsurroundingthe handle.He is
nude, except for a cloak fastened at his neck with a
circularbrooch;this fasteningis reinforcedwith a red
fillet. The borderof his cloak is decoratedwith palmettes and spirals; a laurel wreath crowns his pilos.
His right hand holds two spears supported on his
shoulder,his left holds a sword in decoratedscabbard
hanging from a baldric across his right shoulder.
Traces of his name, illegible, are on the background.
Youthwith bull, below Hera (AYKOZinscribed
on background).Preservedare part of the bull and
head and shoulders of the youth (2). The boy is
Dioskouric in appearance,with long hair wreathed
in laurel; the petasos is visible on his back in threequarter view. Here again is a cloak fastened at the
neck, two spears leaning on the right shoulder,and a
baldricacrossthe shoulder.The head of the bull is in
three-quarterview; it has short horns and hair indicated on head and muzzle as well as on the ears.
Figure holdinga spear (2), most probablyAthena,
to the left of the animal and below Zeus; the left arm
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is preserved.A piece of fillet near it may belong to
the garmentof Zeus.
For the handledecoration(P1.118), only the top is
preservedof the palmetteunderthe handles between
sides A and B (2). To the right, beginning of side B
(3). At left, a figure holding a thyrsos;preservedis
the top of the thyrsos,a hand, and the top of the head
crownedwith foliage (see 3 below).
3. 72.9 A, B; 67.665 A
PI. 118
P.L. 0.289, p.H. 0.08 m.
Three joining fragmentspreservingrim and top of
figuredarea, contiguouswith and to the right of 2.
On the left, tracesof the head of the first figure with
thyrsos (see above). At right, a second figure with
thyrsos:preservedare the top of the stalk and a head,
ivy crowned,in profile to left; the eye is visible. The
two figures of side B are in a larger scale than those
on A, and the renderingof details, such as the hair, is
notablydifferent.
4. 71.1170
P.L. 0.022, p.H. 0.045 m.
Fragment preservingpart of thyrsos tied with fillet; it probablybelongs to the figure on the left of
side B.
5. 65.1039 B; 71.1063 A, B
PI. 118
P.L. 0.215, p.H. 0.185 m.
Eleven fragmentsgiving the floral decorationunder the handle between sides B and A.
At top, a large palmette, its tendrils framing smaller
palmetteson either side and a large one sproutingin
the lower part of the area. On upper right, traces of
the egg motif surroundinghandle;at bottom,maeander-and-checkerboardband. On the top palmette,
ancient mending lead. Because the height of the ornament from top palmette to maeander (0.16 m.) is
preservedon this piece, the height of the decorated
areas on A and B can be estimatedas ca. 0.20 m.
6. 71.1061
P1. 117
P.L. 0.096, p.H. 0.072 m.
One fragment,probablybelonging to side A.
Head and left shoulder of a Dioskouric youth with
petasos on shoulder, himation, and baldric. Around
his head, a wreath of leaves. He turns three-quarters
to his right and is half hidden by, or leans on, a basinlike object (krater?), its rim decoratedwith dots
and concentriclines, from which spring three shoots
of foliage. At the youth's left are the feet and lower
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FIG.

2. Bell-krater:fragment7

legs of a figure seated to right, with richly decorated
draperybehindhis left leg and underhis body,traces
of which are visible. Possibly,this is the seated Dioskouric youth on 1 at the extreme left of side A, describedabove.
Fig. 2, Pl. 117
7. 65.1004 B
P.L. 0.156, p.H. 0.096 m.
Composedof fourjoining fragments.
Man sitting three-quartersto his left. Missing are
his head, the upper part of his body and arms, and
his right foot. His right arm is thrust back with the
elbow obviously supportedon the seat; his left hand
supports a staff leaning on his right thigh. He is
nude, except for a richly decoratedhimation draped
on the seat and overhis left thigh. Behindthe staff, at
right, the area is filled with stiff drapery; at left,
traces of another object. The black glaze indicating
anatomy has largely flaked off, but it is clear, from
traces left on the surface, that the execution of individual detailsof this figure falls shortof the composi-

tion and certainlyalso of the standardsof the figures
on side A.
P1. 117
8. 71.1060
P.L. 0.085, p.H. 0.08 m.
Three fragments from the bottom of the figured
area.
This piece could belong to side A: lower part of the
garment of a seated(?) figure and a frontal left foot.
A scepteror similarobjectat right was probablyheld
by the figure. The garment is richly decoratedwith
rays and spirals, as well as a wide band of horsesand
recliningfigures.On upper right, tracesof a rounded
object from which hangs a fillet with tassels. This
piece does not have the characteristic, carelessly
filled backgroundof the Apotheosis scene and may
not have belongedto the bell-krater(I).
The rim of this krater is preservedin two other
fragments, 71.1037 and 67.665B, the latter with a
mending hole drilled into a swallowtail cutting on
the interiorsurface.

The deificationof Herakles, a favoritesubjectof Archaicvase painting, wanes in popularity in the Classicalperiod.A revivalof the theme, but with novel and variediconography,
occurs in the last years of the 5th century;the crowning motif on the Samothracevase is
commonfor this period,extendinginto the 4th century.5The elaborationof the Samothrace
bell-kraterresults from the additionof other figures to the amplifiedtheme of an assembly
of the gods witnessing the event. In the iconographyof Herakles there are other examplesof
the fusion of motifs: in the story of the slaying of the Cretan bull, for instance, Nike is
I

Vollkommer 1988. Cf. also Mingazzini 1925 and Metzger 1951, p. 213, nos. 42-47, forjust the crowning motif.
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sometimes present or actually crowns the hero.6Groups of divinities are occasionallypictured with Herakles;7some of these scenes are usually interpretedas the wedding with
Hebe, representinganother point of emphasis in the Apotheosisstory. On the Samothrace
krater,of course,inscriptionsclarifythe issues:it is Aphroditeand not Hebe who is pictured
next to the hero;in view of this, one should,perhaps,reconsiderthe identificationof Hebe in
some of these scenes.8 On certain vases where a sacrifice is pictured (or implied by the
presenceof a sacrificialanimal), it is unclearwhether Herakles is on the giving or receiving
end of the offering;here, the preservedportion of the scene favorsthe latter interpretation9
and points the way to the appearanceof Herakles, the cult figure, on 4th-centuryvases.
There is somethingtheatricalin the studied arrangementof the figures. The preserved
fragments give us the pairs of Zeus-Hera and Hermes-Aphroditeframed by Dioskouric
figures and themselvesframing the central theme of Herakles and Nike. There is room for
at least three more figuresto completethe scene on side A. The recliningman on 7 (P1. 117)
could have been on this side of the.krater (in spite of the execution) as one of the other gods
in the assembly.Athena should not be absentfrom such a gathering:she was quite probably
the figure holding the spear, the tip of which appearsnext to the figure of Zeus (P1. 117:2).
This would place the goddessin an appropriateposition;although not directly involvedin
the crowningof her favorite,she would have belongedto the centralgroup of Herakles and
Nike,10and, indeed, she would have had pride of place.
An interestingelement in this scene is the figure of the young man leading the bull on
the lower right of side A. At first glance, this is yet anothervague Dioskouricfigure leading
a sacrificial victim. If, indeed, the youth on 6 is to be connectedwith the extreme left of
side A, then there are similar figuresat either end of the picture, and the victim on the right
would balancethe decoratedbasin or krateron the left. In this case, there would be a fusion:
the Apotheosisproperwould be combinedwith the motif of the cult of Herakles. Of particular interest is the inscriptionaccompanyingthe youth with the bull: no names can be read
for the other Dioskouric figures framing the scene; here, however, the painter has written
Lykos next to the boy. The first Lykos that springs to mind in connectionwith Herakles is
Lykos of Euboia, the usurperof the throne of Troizen, who was killed by the hero in Euripides' Herakles, a tragedy producedin the same general period to which the Samothrace
6

See, for instance,two contemporaryvase paintings, one by the KekropsPainter, in Adolphseck,Schloss
Fasanerie inv. no. 77 (ARV2, p. 1346, 1; Paralipomena,p. 382; Addenda2,p. 368). For the iconographyof
this labor see further Vollkommer1987.
7 For instance, Rome, Villa Giulia 2382 (ARV2, p. 1339, 4), a krater near the Talos Painter, which,
though differingin style from the Samothracekrater, is very close to it in shape, ornament,and iconography
(including a Dionysiac scene, on larger scale, for side B), with the differencethat the Dioskouric figures in
Samothraceare omittedon the Villa Giulia krater.
8 Cf. also Vollkommer 1988, pp. 37-39.
9 Some of the iconographicelementspresenthere, such as the Dioskouricfigure leading the sacrificialbull,
are also seen on vases where the subjectis the sacrificeto Chryse. Cf. Vollkommer 1988, p. 55 with earlier
bibliographyon the subject.
10It would be tempting to assign 8 to her, but, apart from the differing backgroundtreatmentmentioned
above, the tip of the spear on side A does not seem to align with the line of the scepter on the fragment;in
addition,this fragmentfits much lower on the vase than the position indicatedby the tip of the spear.
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vase belongs.11One should not forget,however,that this is an Athenianvase and that Athenian iconographyintrudes into wider Panhellenic themes: this Lykos may well be one of
the four sons of Pandion, eponymoushero of the Lykeion, who is connectedby Pausanias
to mystery cults and who had a shrine and a lawcourt named after him in the Athenian
Agora.12 On earliervases, the hero is representedas an old man,13 althoughthere is a young
Lykos on a cup from the Akropolis,14where he is accompaniedby his brothers,as is the case
in some of the other representationsof the hero. One is remindedof the otherthree Dioskouric figures on the Samothracekrater. Could they be identifiedwith the other sons of Pandion? If so, the deificationof Herakles on this kraterwould be witnessedby Attic heroesand
set in the context of Athenian cults.15
The Apotheosisscene is very similar in generalstyle and individualanatomicaltraits, as
well as the treatmentof hair, to Athens, N.M. 1333, a pelike which has been associatedwith
the circle of the PronomosPainter.16The same points of comparisoncan also be made with
other vases in this group, such as the calyx-krater in St. Petersburg (St. 1798).17 Even
amongvases by the PronomosPainter himself, the Samothracekraterhas close similarities,
in particularto bell-kraterBerlin 2642 and especially to Berlin 4906, where the rendering
of females closely resembles the goddesses on the Samothracevase.18As for the subject
matter favoredby the general group associatedwith the PronomosPainter, note the Baksy
krater,recentlyattributedto the same group:19Herakles and the assemblyof the gods (that
is, the basic elements in the iconographyof the Samothracekrater) are present, albeit in a
granderstyle more fitting to the size of the vessel.
II. Volute-krater(Figs. 3, 4; Pls. 119, 120)
A: Dionysos, Ariadne,and theatricaltroupe. B: Actors(?).
The profile, reconstitutedfrom many fragments, shows a rim molded in two stages:
hawk's beak and cyma reversa above, decoratedwith egg and lesbian leaf, while below,
under a reservedband, concaveneckingwith decorationof fine palmettesbased on S-scrolls
11 If

this were the Lykos on this krater, the bull could be said to reflect the Euboian connection.A much
earlier vase painting (Louvre E 875) has Lykos among the companionsof Herakles in the battle against the
Amazons (ABV 104.123; cf. Bothmer 1957, p. 8, pls. 14-16). In earlier red figure, Lykos is a commonkalos
name (cf. ARV2, pp. 1595-1596).
12 Pausanias 4.1.5; Aristophanes, Wasps389, 819; cf. Kron 1976, p. 175. See also Boegehold 1967.
13 Calyx-kraterby the SyriskosPainter in the National Museum, Athens (Akr. 735, ARV2, p. 259, 1); cup,
Bologna PU 273 by the Codrus Painter (AR V2, p. 1268, 1; Addenda2,p. 336). The young man designated
AYK [OF-]on a calyx-kraterby the Dinos Painter in Athens (KanellopoulosCollection no. 2500) is another
Lykos (AR V2, p. 1152, 7; Addenda2,p. 336; cf. McPhee 1973, pl. 13:2 and LIMC I, pl. 417, the latter entry
without mention of the inscription).
14 Athens, N.M. 15248. See also Langlotz 1925-1933, II, no. 412, pl. 30.
15 For cults of Herakles in Attica, see Woodford1966 and 1971.
16 ARV2, p. 1337, 8: Near PronomosPainter.
17 ARV2, p. 1337, 2.
18 ARV2, p. 1336, 2 and 4. Note the facial characteristicssingled out for the PronomosPainter by McPhee
(1978, a note with new attributionsto the group).
19 Shefton 1982. The combinationof Herakles on one side of the vase with Dionysiac scenes on the other,
seen on the Baksy and Samothracekraters, is also used in other vases of the Pronomos group (cf. ARV2,
p. 1337, 2 and 3).
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alternatingwith lotus (side A) and palmettesobliquelyplaced (side B). The neck, separated
from the rim by an egg frieze, is decoratedon both sides with a figuredscene. On the shoulder, a tongue motif with egg patternbelow.
The main figured areas take up approximatelyhalf of the main body of the kraterand
are framedbelow by a band of maeandersin groups of three, interruptedby checkerboard
patternwith a dot in each reservedchecker;the band is within a reservedzone. The undecorated part of the vessel is coveredby black glaze of indifferentquality, rather messily applied in strokesof varying density. A second, thicker coat of glaze was applied around the
contourlines. The interiorof the vessel is coveredwith blackglaze which, in the main body,
is characteristicallyduller. Addedcolorsare white, for masks,fillets, and columns,as well as
the flesh and garmentsof two women, and yellow and red for details on the white. Traces of
the preliminary sketch with a blunt tool remain. Anatomical details are in thin lines of
dilute glaze.
Fragmentsof neck,lip, and shoulder
9. 65.1041 E

P1. 120

P.L. 0.125, p.H. 0.079 m.
One fragment preserving part of the neck and
shoulder.
To left, lower part of a maenaddancingin a flowing,
transparentgarment;she swings behind her a naked
human body paintedwhite with hair and anatomical
markings in dilute glaze, its face in three-quarter
view, with eyes open and staring. At right, traces of
another maenad:raised foot and garment decorated
with circles. Between the dancers,a satyr prancing,
face turned to his right and body three-quartersto
his left. On the shoulder,tongue and egg decoration.
P1. 120
10. 65.1053
P.L. 0.064, p.H. 0.039 m.
Fragmentof lower part of neck.
Garment decoratedwith circles appears on the upper part of the fragment;trace of another figure on
the right. Probablypart of the sceneof dancingmaenads on 9.
P1. 120
11. 71.1059; 71.1009
P.L. 0.113, p.H. 0.125 m.
Six joining fragments giving the whole height of
neck frieze and egg-and-palmettezone above.
Lower part of body of satyr turning to his right,
holding a wineskin, his right foot on a rock;behind
him and to his left, a maenad, right arm raised
(mostly missing), left hand holding thyrsos. These
figures belong to the extreme right of side B, as

shown by the termination of the oblique-palmette
frieze preservedabove;see also 15.
12. 71.1089

P1. 120

P.L. 0.067, p.H. 0.062 m.
Two joining fragments giving part of the blackglazed backgroundof the upper and lower zones
of the neck, where the surface has been worn
smooth,preservingonly traces of egg pattern.
13. 68.1011

P1. 120

a) P.L. 0.023, p.H. 0.05 m.
b) P.L. 0.06, p.H. 0.019 m.
Two non-joining fragments of the upper neck
zone of side A: circumscribedpalmettes.
14. 71.1079

P1. 120

P.L. 0.135, p.H. 0.62 m.
Fragment preservingcompleteprofile of rim: under an egg band on the flaring rim, a lesbian leaf
combined with inverted palmettes; below, traces
of an upper neck zone of framed palmettes on
side A.
15. 65.1043

P1. 120

P.L. 0.105, p.H. 0.051 m.
Four joining fragments preservinga lesbian-leaf
pattern and a flaring lip with egg motif.
At the right, the decorativefriezes terminate in anticipation of the handle;traces for attachmentof the
latter are discernibleon the sloping interior of the
mouth. Comparealso 11.
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Decorationon the main bodyof the krater(Fig. 4)20
A great part of the composition on what must be
side A of the krateris preservedor readily apparent.
For this reason, and for the sake of clarity and conciseness, the pieces below will be describedtogether.
These pieces do not join, nor are they directly adjacent to each other, but they undoubtedlybelong to
the same scene;their arrangementin the photograph
(P1. 119) is meant to reflect their original position.
Today, they are restoredin two pieces (16 and 17),
each composedof severaljoining fragments.
16. 65.1041 A; 71.1018
P.L. 0.28, p.H. 0.173 m.
Twenty-two joining fragments.

FIG.

3. Volute-krater:profile. Scale 1:3

Other small fragments of the neck of this krater
are 48.192, 71.1105, and 71.1148.
20 See

Fig. 4; PI. 119

17. 65.1041 B-D; 71.1011;
Fig. 4; P1. 119
71.1007
P.L. 0.137, p.H. 0.139 m.
Fourteenjoining fragments.
The scene is dominatedby the centralgroup of Dionysos on a couch, flanked by Ariadne and another
woman. Missing in this part of the compositionare
the left arm and shoulderof Dionysos as well as his
lower chest, part of Ariadne,and the right arm of the
other woman. The god is reclining in a spectacular
fashion, turned to his left in three-quarterview, his
left elbow supportedon elaboratecushions.His right
arm encircleshis head, his hand touching the hair of
Ariadne, who is perched on the couch beside him.
The lower part of the body of the god is draped in
rich fabric decoratedwith registers of rays, spirals,
concentricsemicircles,and running animals. In spite
of poor preservationof this area on 16, the expanse
and disposition of the drapery on the couch show
that the god is picturedwith the right leg bent at the
knee and the left stretchedalong the couch. Dionysos
is picturedas young, if somewhat flabby, with long,
curly hair falling on his chest. A diadem decorated with palmettes, a fillet with ivy leaves, and an
additional white fillet crown his head; on his right

McCredie 1968a, pl. 59:c; McCredie 1968b, pl. 400:a; Webster 1972a, pp. 2-86; Froning 1971,
pp. 12-13, pl. 1:2;LIMC III, no. 834, pl. 399. The earlier publicationsof this vase, either dating before the
finding of or unaware of fragments71.1011 and 71.1007 (see 17), which are critical for the arrangementon
side A, reversedthe fragments,so that the upper part of the body of Dionysos is disassociatedfrom the lower
part on the couch. Webster followed this separation (1972b, pp. 455-456) and considered Dionysos and
Ariadne as belonging to the opposite side of the vase from the figure on the couch and the lyre player (see
below), whom he also identifiesas Dionysos. He was followedby Green, who publishedmost of but not all the
fragmentsof this scene (1982, pp. 238-239, fig. 2).
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shoulder falls the end of a decoratedribbon belonging to his headgear. His head and gaze are directed
towards Ariadne. Her face was once covered with
white, now almost totally gone. The curly strandsof
her hair, however, are well preservedin black glaze
surroundedby a reservedarea; the hand of the god
rests on them in a unique gestureof tenderness.Correspondingly, in the part lost at this point, the left
hand of the god may have extended to clasp Ariadne's right hand, the fingers of which are clearly
seen, rendered in white, resting on the shoulder of
the god. Only the general outline of the lower body
of Ariadne is preserved;the few traces of color show
that it was also coveredin white. She is turnedthreequartersto her left; a stiff fabricwith decoratedborders may have been connectedwith some action of
her left hand, now lost.
In front of the couch and partly hiding it stands a
woman in three-quarterback view. She wears boots
and is dressedin a white transparentgarment. Her
flesh is white, and the added color of the garment,
because of its bad preservation,creates the impression of nakedness.The sleeve and belt lines over the
dress are painted red; indicationsof anatomicaldetails and features of the face are in yellow. The
woman wears her hair gathered up with a sphen-

done decoratedwith spirals. Missing are the top of
her head and her right arm, which was raised and
extended towards the god; she may have been holding an object,the batonlikeend of which appears to
the left of the head of Dionysos. Her left hand holds
a mask, seen in back view. Visible below the mask is
a piece of borderedfabric which may belong to the
couch, in front of which part of a low table is preservedwith a white objecton top.
On the left of the main group and on a slightly
lower level, there is another: a man carousing and
playing a lyre and a satyr supporting him on his
right. Missing are the top of the lyre, the feet of the
man, and much of the lower part of the body of the
satyr. The reveleris advancingto the right, with his
right foot forward and left bent back; his head is
tossed back slightly. His right arm, foreshortened,
rests on the shoulder of the satyr; his left holds the
lyre pressed against his side. His head is in profile,
the body in three-quarterview; he is nude, except for
a mantle with decoratedborderdraped around both
shoulders and falling back. He has long hair with
locks falling on his chest;he is crownedwith ivy and
a diadem decoratedwith spirals, with an additional fillet in white. Anatomical details are confined
mainly to the torso and are renderedwith thin lines
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of dilute glaze. The satyr is similarly crownedin ivy
and white fillet;his body is in three-quarterview, his
head in profile. He leans forward under the weight
of his companion,his right arm reachingup and encircling the arm of the reveler, his left disappearing
behind the body of the latter.
Between the two figures and the couch, but on a
higher level, the lower part of a woman is preserved:
dressedin a richly decoratedgarment, she stands in
an awkward position, right foot in frontal view and
left seen in profilethrougha borderedopening in her
garment. Behind her, to the left, is seen drapery,
probablyof a figure seated on a higher level. A tympanon is seen behind the carousing couple, just before the edge of 16.
The lower part of the compositionof side A is preservedon the right side of 17 (note traces of maeander and checkerboard).A flute player reclineson the
groundin frontof the couchand in close proximityto
it (note that the lower edge of Ariadne's garment
hides his upper arm);his left elbow is proppedup by
a folded pillow elaboratelydecoratedwith triangles
and spirals. Missing are the lower part of his body
and the top of his head, as well as his left shoulder.
His head is turned three-quarters to his left, the
body three-quartersto his right, with awkwardforeshortening;his right leg is bent in a posture similar
to that of Dionysos. His left hand holds the flute;the
right is fingeringthe pipe. The musicianis nude except for a spotted garment wrapped around his left
arm and shoulder;his hair and beardare shaggy and
renderedin dilute glaze, as is the hair line from navel
to pubes.
To the right of the pipe player are seen the booted
limbs of a standing male figure to left, right foot in
profile, left leg frontal. To the right, and behindthis
figure, traces of an egg pattern decorateperhaps the
rim of a vessel. In the upper right-hand part of the
scene, behind Dionysos and Ariadne, are two columns and part of a third; the central one is shorter.
They are painted white, and details such as fluting
and egg-and-dartmolding are in yellow; the outline
of the abacus, also in yellow, shows that the columns
are in perspective.In spite of the good preservation
of these details, the capital, presumablyIonic, is not
drawn. To the right of the columns are two women:
preservedare the head, right arm, and shouldersof
one, the billowing drapery(decoratedwith rays) and

part of the head of the second. Both women are in
profile to left. The first raises her hand to her shoulder;her hair is swept back,and she wears a crown of
leaves, pendant earrings, a bracelet, and a necklace
in yellow with dot rosettes in dilute glaze. She is
dressed in a sleeveless garment decoratedwith animals. Between the columns are set two masks, the
one on the left with long locks, the right-hand one
with shorter hair and open mouth. The faces are in
white with details painted yellow.
Side B and miscellaneousfragments
18. 65.1041 F

P1. 120

P.L. 0.125, p.H. 0.072 m.
Three joining fragments.
Preserved is the torso of a fat male figure (satyr?)
moving right, shown in three-quarterview; the left
arm is outstretchedwith an animal skin drapedover
it. The missing hand held a thyrsosor similar object,
of which only a short staff is preserved.In front of
him, moving right, is a woman, slightly bent, with
flying drapery.
19. 71.1156; 71.1098

P1. 120

P.L. 0.04, p.H. 0.053 m.
Two joining fragments.
Man on a horse or mule: preservedis the back of the
animal, a thigh of the rider, and fingers holding
reins. Two vertical objects in the background(one
looks like a staff) may continueon 20.
P1. 120
20. 71.1099
Small fragment. Possibly the same objectscontinued from 19.
21. 65.1041 G; 71.1015
P.L. 0.072, p.H. 0.062 m.
Two joining fragments.

P1. 120

From the top of the figured panel on either A or B.
Winged Eros, bendingdown in a relaxedattitude,his
right foot propped on higher ground;the body is in
three-quarterview to left with head in profile, badly
fitting the body. Missing are the right shoulder and
wing and most of the left wing. The hair is swept
back, falling in ringlets. He wears a winged wreath
of ivy and spiked leaves painted white. With his left
hand he holds a lyre;his right arm is stretchedout in
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front of him. There are tracesof draperyor a pillow
in frontof his legs and an uncertainobjecton his right
decoratedwith stripesand spirals.
22. 71.1102
P.L. 0.052, p.H. 0.04 m.
One fragmentpreservingpart of wing.

P1. 120

P1. 120
23. 71.1155
P.L. 0.024, p.H. 0.032 m.
Fragmentof upper part of a figuredscene preserving the backof the head and shouldersof a woman
turnedto right.
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P1. 120
24. 72.8; 71.1085; 71.1087
Max.p.dim. 0.305 m.
Eight joining pieces showing the bottomof the figured zone, a maeander frieze, and the blackglazed area below, reaching almost to the foot of
the krater.
Of the figures, only two feet are preservedto right,
the one behind (right) on tip-toe, the other (only the
back preserved)stepping firmly.A line at ankle level
on the right foot indicates possibly boots or tights
(comparealso the treatmentof the feet of the figure
on the extreme right of side A on 17, P1. 119).

The scene, as far as it is preserved,can be brokendown into three groups:
1. Satyr, actoras Dionysos, and possibly two maenads.
2. Flute player and other figure(s), possibly actor(s).
3. Dionysos, reclining in the company of Ariadne, flanked by two female figures, one
holding a mask.
Dionysos is representedin a posturenot uncommonin the Classical periodbut particularly popular in Hellenistic and Roman times.21 The interestingelement in this particular
scene is the gestureof abandoncombinedwith a functionalgesture,that is, a hand caressing
the head of Ariadne, convenientlyavailable as she percheson the couch. It is precisely this
combinationof abandonand embracing,in an otherwisecommonrepresentationof a couple
for this period,22that makesthe scene on the Samothracevolute-kraterextraordinaryfor its
time. A slightly later Lucanian krater by the Palermo Painter23shows an exaggerationof
the gesture of abandon.There, too, the reclining figure rests his hand on the woman's hair,
but the forms, attitude, and vacant look of the lady as she leans out of the window spoil the
effect. For a later monument showing the culminationof the motif, while keeping within
the boundsof competentand sometimesextraordinarydrawing, comparethe Dionysos and
Ariadnepanel from the Villa dei Mysteri.24The centralgroup brings to mind not only the
obvious correspondinggroup on the Pronomosvase25but also the contemporarytheatrical
21 Compare, for instance, LIMC III, nos. 781 and 783; for discussionof the gesture of his hand, cf. Price
1972.
22 In addition to the more famous example of the Pronomosvase (Naples, M.N. H3240, cf. LIMC III,
nos. 719 and 835, pls. 383 and 399, s.v. Dionysos;ARV2, pp. 1335-1336 and Addenda2,p. 365 for some of the
voluminousbibliographyon this krater),a bell-krater,also in Naples (Naples, M.N. CH 2847), has the same
motif. See Schoene 1987. On London,B.M. E 82, a cup by the CodrusPainter,the couple is sitting togetheron
a couch. Another cup by the same painter in Wurzburg (CVA, Wurzburg 2 [Germany 46], pl. 6 [2207]:1)
shows the couple on the tondo. Dionysos and Ariadne embrace on a krater in Athens (N.M. 12596). Cf.
Metzger 1951, pl. XIV:2. Eventually this motif becomes rather lifeless, as on two pelikes, in the British
Museum (E 435) and the Hermitage (1793), for which see Metzger 1951, pls. XIII:2, 3 and XV:1.
23 Vatican U5, cf. Trendall 1967, p. 53.
24 Mauri 1931, pl. VIII. Comparealso the parallelson coins and a gem in Vienna publishedin Rizzo 1915,
figs. 18:a, 19.
25 Note that on the Naples vase it is one of the theatricaltroupewho sits perchedon the couchof Dionysos, a
positionthat on the Samothracevase is given to Ariadne.For the gestureof Ariadne,leaning on the shoulderof
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relief from the Piraeus.26The masks above the scene fit neatly with this connection.The
columns framing the masks must be understoodin a theatrical context and could be an
abbreviatedindicationof a theater structure.27
The group to the left of the couch is equally striking and, indeed, the most successful
compositionpreservedon the vase. The inebriatedfigure is certainly Dionysiac, although
the god has already appearedon the same side of the vessel. This juxtapositionof Dionysos
the actor-musician(i.e., a theatricalfigure) and the god Dionysos28is particularlystriking
in comparisonwith the Pronomosvase, where the two scenes are more soberly distributed
between the two sides. The Dionysos on side B of the Pronomosvase is in the companynot
of a satyr but of Ariadne. This motif also occurs on a krater in Bologna29that has many
similarities to the Samothracekrater in both style and iconography,although on the Bologna vase we have a clear Dionysiac scene, without any obvious referenceto the theater.
Ariadne, again, is the companionof the lyre-playing Dionysos on the cup by the Codrus
Painter in the British Museum,30in which the feeling is much closerto the inebriatedfigure
on the Samothracekrater.The Dionysos-satyrcompositionappears in pottery even before
this time and has a long history in art.31
Whether or not the lyre player is Dionysos-actor,the musician on the other side of the
central group also evokes the world of the theater. To be sure, he is not an elaborately
dressedtheater musician, but, in any case, he providesa pendant to the lyre-playeron the
left. In spite of his rather sedate attitudeand appearance,he could, conceivably,be revealed
as a satyr;his nakednessis not necessarilyan argument(comparethe musicians[satyrs?]on
the Pronomos vase which are both dressed and naked). Comparison with side B of the
Pronomosvase, however, and more specificallywith the pipe-playing satyr, shows that the
tightly wrappedgarmenton the arm of the musicianon the Samothracekrateris a skin. The
bad preservationof this area of the kraterdoes not allow a more certaindistinctionbetween
a satyr and an actordressedas one.
The figureddecorationof the Samothracekrateris composedof vignettes,taken from a
source in commonwith the Pronomosvase but used here in a differentarrangement.Here,
Dionysos, comparethe figure of Amphitriteon the Talos vase in Ruvo, Jatta Collection (AR V2, p. 1338, 1;
Addenda2,p. 366).
26 Webster 1967, AS I, p. 33; Bieber 1961, p. 32, fig. 113:a, and p. 277, note 66, with furtherbibliography.
The identificationof the recliningfigure as Dionysos has recentlybeen questioned:see Slater 1985.
27 Webster (1972b, p. 455) interpretsthem as a temple of Dionysos, to whom the masks are dedicationsby a
victoriouschoregos.
28 This juxtapositionwas first suggestedby A. D. Trendall (reportedto me by Ian McPhee).
29 Bologna304. I wish to thank Ian McPhee for drawing my attentionto this vase, which he places near the
PronomosPainter;cf. McPhee 1973, p. 261.
30 See note 22 above and ARV2, p. 1269, 3.
31 The motif of Dionysos supportedby a memberof his thiasosmakes its appearancefirst in vase painting;
only later is it found in sculpture:cf. Amandry 1946-1948, p. 185, note 6; LIMC III, pls. 324-326. A small
satyr, proppingup frombehind,ratherdiscreetly,a larger,more stately figureof Dionysos, appearsalreadyin
the middle of the 5th century on a krater by the Methysse Painter in New York (M.M.A. 07.286.85; cf.
ARV2, p. 632, 3). Compare further Athens, N.M. 1218, a chous in the manner of the Shuvalov Painter;cf.
Addenda2, p. 347. For the motif of an inebriatedfigure (Hephaistos or Dionysos) supportedby a satyr, see
Halm-Tisserant 1986.
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too, is seen the ambiguityof the Naples vase between a Dionysiac scene and a theatricalone,
between a performanceand the story behind it. True, the ambivalenceis not so sharply
articulatedas on the Pronomosvase, partlybecauseof the incompletenessof the sceneon the
Samothracekrater.Still, a theatervase it is, and a very exciting one at that: one remembers
T. B. L. Webster'sintriguing suggestionthat this krater might have been dedicatedto the
Sanctuaryof the Great Gods by an actor.32
Turning now to the style of the vase, let us first look at the shape and ornamentof the
krater.In profile and decoration,the upper part of the vase has similaritiesto both the Pronomos vase in Naples and the Talos krater from Ruvo, although the formeromits the figured sceneson the neck. In this respect,as well as in the overallproportionof the friezes,the
Samothracekrateris closer to the Talos krater. Otherwise, the three vases have individual
ornamenttraits:the tongue between the leaves of the cyma reversaon the Talos vase is replaced by a palmetteon the Pronomosvase and by an invertedpalmette on the Samothrace
krater;on the last, the treatmentof the central rib of the lesbian leaf, as well as of the lotus
on the palmette band below, is much fuller than on the other two kraters. The study of
shape and ornamenton the Samothracekraterhas induceda considerationof the Pronomos
vase; so has, more obviously,the iconographyof the vessel. Yet when it comesto attributing
the krater to a particular hand, one cannot come closer than placing it in the, admittedly,
rather loose group called Near the PronomosPainter by Beazley.33Compare,for instance,
the striking similarity in the treatment of the three-quarter face with Boston, M.F.A.
10.187, as well as the treatmentof ornament,bodies, and awkwardforeshorteningson Madrid 11011. The Bologna krater must belong to the same group, as a minor work, but is
probablynot by the same hand as the Samothracekrater.34Among the vases attributedto
the PronomosPainter himself, comparethe figure of Eros on 21, in a pose commonin this
period,to Berlin, S.M. 4906, a vase comparedabove (I) with the bell-kraterin Samothrace.
The two fragmentarykraters found in Samothrace,although not painted by the same
hand, are attributedhere to the same workshopof the end of the 5th century,that is, the general circleof the PronomosPainter.35The individualhandsvary even within the subgroups
of this categoryoriginally distinguishedby Beazley. During the same period, a more monumental style is representedin Athens, in the work of the Talos Painter. It would be interesting to look closerat the relationshipbetweenthe two workshops;36the similarityhas already
been noted between the Samothraceand the Talos Painter'svolute-kratersin shape and ornament. Could it be that there was one workshopwith various painters, some of them specializing in a part of the productionof elaboratevessels, such as ornamentdrawing?37This
32 Webster 1972a, p. 286.
33ARV2,pp. 1336-1338.
34 Not only has the similarity to the iconographyof both the Pronomosand the Samothracekratersalready
been noted but also the ornamentand the dispositionof figures is similar to yet anothervase from this group,
the krater Genoa 1911.163 (AR V2, p. 1337, 6).
3 See Shefton 1982, p. 156, note 22 for the date of the PronomosPainter.
36 Note that Furtwangler assigned Naples 2883 to the Talos Painter (ARV2, p. 1338; Paralipomena,
p. 481, Addenda2,p. 336: Related to the PronomosPainter).
37 See Shefton 1982, p. 159, note 25 for such a divisionof labor.
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expandedestablishmentcould include a master,the Talos Painter, as well as a lesser artist,
the Pronomos Painter, a man who, possibly inspired by monumental art, chose exciting
subjectsand interestingcompositionsbut whose skills lagged behind his imagination.38
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